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R-SERIES LOADERS KITS
AND OPTIONS OVERVIEW
These machines have been redesigned from the ground up — but they are still hugely versatile, ready to meet 

the increasing demands of your tasks and work harder, with more comfort and legendary reliability. In true Bobcat fashion, 

there are also multiple aftermarket kits and options available for R-series loaders.

Do you plan to use various Bobcat attachments? You may need to equip your loader with the Attachment Control Kit. Do you need to protect 

your machine from damage during especially harsh operations? Check out the various protective kits. In the following table, we provide you 

with a complete overview of the kits and options available for R-series loaders. Then, on the pages that follow, there is detailed information 

for selected kits.
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R-SERIES LOADERS KITS

CATEGORY KIT NAME KIT DESCRIPTION KIT PN S66 T66 S76 T76

Attachments 

control

ATTACHMENT 

CONTROL KIT 7-PIN

Attachment Control Device (ACD 7-pin)

Allows the use of Bobcat attachments that require the 7-pin 

connection.

7392835    

ATTACHMENT 

CONTROL KIT 14-PIN

Attachment Control Device (ACD 14-pin)

Allows the use older Bobcat attachments that require the 14-pin 

connection.

7393140    

Additional 

weight

AXLE WEIGHT KIT  

81.3 kg (180 LBS)

Extra axle weight can be mounted either on front or rear axle. 

Installed on the front axle, it increases down force on attachments 

but does not increase the Rated Operating Capacity (ROC) of the 

loader.

Installed on the rear axle, provides additional Rated Operating 

Capacity (ROC) of the loader.

7326081 

90.7 kg (200 LBS) 

WEIGHT KIT

Adding extra counterweight kit to the loader can both increase the 

Rated Operating Capacity and re-balance the machine for better 

control when using certain large attachments.

7407734    

136.1 kg (300 LBS) 

WEIGHT KIT

Adding extra counterweight kit to the loader can both increase the 

Rated Operating Capacity and re-balance the machine for better 

control when using certain large attachments.

7407736  

BobTach

POWER BOBTACH KIT

Power BobTach is turning the S76/T76 Bobcat loader into a versatile 

fleet by adding the possibility to quickly and easily change between 

bobcat attachments for even greater versatility and efficiency.

Quickly swap non-hydraulic loader attachments without leaving 

your seat. For hydraulic Loader attachments, all you need to do is 

hook up the hoses after you have secured the attachment to your 

Loader.

7360584  

POWER BOBTACH KIT

Power BobTach is turning the S66/T66 Bobcat loader into a versatile 

fleet by adding the possibility to quickly and easily change between 

bobcat attachments for even greater versatility and efficiency.

Quickly swap non-hydraulic loader attachments without leaving 

your seat. For hydraulic Loader attachments, all you need to do is 

hook up the hoses after you have secured the attachment to your 

Loader.

7388378  

Comfort

AIR RIDE SEAT KIT

Air suspension and heated seat offers increased operator comfort 

by adjusting to your weight and smoothing the effects of bumpy 

jobsites. Heating comes especially handy during the winter months 

with chilly shift starts.

7376275    

FLOOR PLATE KIT

The floor plate kit can be installed into the R-Series cab, so that 

it resembles the old M-Series cab with the central transmission 

channel, which can be used as a foot rest during operating and to 

making entry and exit easier. 

7350308    

Electrical

BEACON KIT

Increases visibility and safety with a rotating beacon light for 

Loaders.

Kits include the harness, switch, and installation instructions.

7375338    

STROBE KIT

Increases visibility and safety with a flashing strobe light for 

Loaders.

Kits include the harness, switch, and installation instructions.

7375339    

4-WAY FLASHER KIT

Ensure your loader is always visible with this 4-Way Flasher Lights 

warning accessory. 

Kits include the harness, switch, and installation instructions.

7375340    

REAR CAMERA KIT

Have your back covered and enhance operator comfort with 

the Rear-View Camera System for Bobcat loaders. This system 

provides an ergonomic and comfortable solution for your daily job.

7384581    
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R-SERIES LOADERS KITS

CATEGORY KIT NAME KIT DESCRIPTION KIT PN S66 T66 S76 T76

Electrical

PREMIUM HEAD 

LIGHTS KIT

Upgrade your standard loaders Head Lights with the LED Premium 

Light Kit. 

LED lights provide increased light output combined with long 

lifetime, eliminating need for bulbs replacement and minimizing 

repairs or maintenance needs.

7387669    

SIDE LIGHTS KIT

Integrated LED side kit enhances lighting capabilities on the side of 

the machine, with bright, far-reaching illumination and a minimal 

power draw for long-lasting performance and higher light output.

Bespoke design and ideal placement ensure protection against 

damage.

7387670    

Protection

HOSE GUIDE KIT

The hose guide ensures a neat and tidy hose routing between 

the attachment annd the machine. Keeping them in place to keep 

them protected from damage.

7407738    

REAR DOOR 

GUARD KIT

Durable metal guard protects the whole rear door of the loader and 

engine compartment from damage during applications requiring 

extra protection.

7348481    

REAR BUMPER KIT

The Rubber Rear Bumper kit protects the rear of the loader from 

damage due to scraping or contact with objects in confined work 

spaces.

7355791    

HEADLIGHT 

GUARD KIT

The Headlight Guard kit provides additional protection of the loader 

front worklights when working in applications where extra 

safeguarding is required.

7356719    

COUPLER GUARD KIT
The Coupler Guard Kit is a fully enclosed metal housing installed 

over the auxillary quick couplers, protecting them from damage.
7360697    

TAIL LIGHT 

GUARD KIT

The Tail Light Guard kit provides additional protection of the loader 

rear tail lights when working in applications where extra 

safeguarding is required.

7360711    

Special 

applications

4-POINT LIFT KIT
Four Point Lift Kit allows lifting the loader by crane and transporting 

it to otherwise inaccessible locations such as ships or closed silos.

7317266  

7385755  

SINGLE POINT 

LIFT KIT

Single Point Lift Kit allows lifting the loader by crane and 

transporting it to otherwise inaccessible locations such as ships or 

closed silos.

Bracket that attach to the main frame and loops over the cab roof 

allowing the machine to be lifted from a single point.

7320038  

REAR LEXAN 

WINDOW KIT

The Rear Lexan Window kit provides additional security for special 

applications. Made from impact-resistant, durable polycarbonate 

material which will not shatter like glass.

Keeps operator safe from flying rocks and debris during brush 

clearing and mowing operations.

7376903    

SPECIAL 

APPLICATIONS  

DOOR KIT

Lexan Door Kit provides additional security for special applications. 

Made from impact-resistant, durable polycarbonate material which 

will not shatter like glass.

Keeps operator safe from flying rocks and debris during brush 

clearing and mowing operations. Lexan door also helps keeping 

cab cooler in the summer and warmer in the winter thanks to the 

increased energy efficiency.

7376911    

ROAD KIT MANUAL 

CONTROLS
The Road Kit equips the loaders for travel and use on European 

Union roads. The kit contains a range of modifications and 

accessories: a beacon, front lights including turn indicators, 

mirrors, brake lights, a slow-motion vehicle triangle, licence light 

and other required components.

7391545  

7416258   

ROAD KIT 

SELECTABLE 

JOYSTICK CONTROLS

7351356 
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GET A QUOTE
Simply click the button or scan the QR code 

below to access our quote request form. 

We will contact you as soon as possible. 

Thank you!

REQUEST QUOTE

https://www.bobcatsweden.com/request-quote/?utm_source=brochure&utm_medium=button&utm_campaign=website-brochures

